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Abstract – Geometric phases have been found in every major branch of physics and play an
important role in mathematics and quantum computation. Here, we unify two proposed definitions
of the geometric phase in mixed states —Uhlmann’s phase and Sjöqvist’s phase— in a new
formalism based on interferometry and further provide an experimental demonstration in NMR.
This is also the first experimental measurement of Uhlmann’s geometric phase.
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When a quantum system undergoes a general physi-
cal evolution, its state acquires two phase factors, the
dynamical and geometric phases. The latter is indepen-
dent of the former and its value is only a function of the
path described by the system throughout its evolution; in
particular it does not depend on any details of the dynam-
ics [1,2]. Geometric phases play an extremely important
role in many di!erent areas of physics. Originally discov-
ered within the context of quantum mechanics and atom
optics, their significance quickly became transparent in
mathematical physics, condensed matter and high-energy
physics [3]. Recently, they have also been used in quantum
computation [4–7].
Most early works on the geometric phase focus on

pure quantum states [8–11]. These, however, are very
unrealistic and almost never occur in a real physical world.
The definition of geometric phase for a mixed quantal
state becomes di"cult because of its reduced coherence. So
far, two di!erent methods are presented to try to define
a geometric phase in mixed-state cases [12,13]. One was
done by Uhlmann [12], using the fact that any mixed
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state can be represented as a pure state in an extended
Hilbert space. The other is due to Sjöqvist et al. [13], which
provides an operationally well-defined notion of phase
in interferometry [14,15]. These two definitions result in
di!erent values for the geometric phases for mixed states.
In this letter, we provide one new formalism of geometric

phase for mixed states, which implies a unified framework
for both methods. Moreover, using liquid-state NMR, we
present an experimental demonstration of their unifica-
tion. There are three important highlights in our present
results. One is the first realization of Uhlmann’s geomet-
ric phase for mixed states. The second is the experimental
comparison to the Sjöqvist phase. The third contribution
is a unified theoretical framework for both phases.
As a unified setting for discussing geometric phases for

mixed quantum states, we consider a system consisting of
a spin S = 1/2 coupled to an ancilla spin A= 1/2. We will
assume that the complete system S!A is always in a pure
state, but if S and A are entangled, the S-subsystem is in a
mixed state. Using this system, we present a formalism for
geometric phases of mixed states that unifies the analysis
of Sjöqvist et al. with that of Uhlmann. The di!erence
between them can be traced to di!erent evolutions of the
ancilla spin.
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We write the initial state of the combined system S!A
as |##= c0|0#s|0#a+ c1|1#s|1#a with c0 and c1 being real
positive numbers and satisfying c20+ c

2
1 = 1. The reduced

density operator of the system S is then #s = c20|0#$0|+
c21|1#$1|. Without loss of generality, we have thus chosen
the basis states such that the system density operator
of the initial state is diagonal and the ancilla states are
“parallel” to those of the system.
The evolution of the combined system is determined by

the propagator

U(t) =Us(t)!Ua(t) = e!iH
st/!! e!iH

at/!,

where Hs and Ha are time-indepenent Hamiltonians
acting only on the subpsace of the system and ancilla,
respectively.
This framework covers the geometric phases of Sjöqvist

and Uhlmann; the system behaves identically in the two
cases, and we write the system Hamiltonian as Hs =
"$%s · $Ss, where the magnetic field (in frequency units) $%s

acts only on the system spin and $Ss is the corresponding
spin operator. The di!erence between the two geometric
phases can be traced to the di!erence in the Hamiltonians
Ha ="$%a · $Sa considered for the ancilla subsystem.
Case 1. Sjöqvist phase: in Sjöqvist’s definition of the

mixed-state geometric phase, the magnetic field acting on
the ancilla is chosen such that under the evolution |#(t)#=
#

Us(t)!UaSjö(t)
$

|## the states |0#s|0#a and |1#s|1#a are
parallel transported, i.e. the ancilla Hamiltonian cancels
the dynamical phase contribution of the system Hamil-
tonian. This is fulfilled by the choice of HaSjö ="%aSaz ,
where %a ="%scos "s and "s is the angle between the
direction of the field acting on the system and the z-axis.
For the complete system S!A, the evolution corresponds
then to parallel transport, and the resulting geometric
phase of the two-qubit state, arg[$#|Us(t)!UaSjö(t)|##], is
equal to Sjöqvist’s phase for the mixed state of the subsys-
tem S,

!S(t) = arg
1
%

j=0

c2j |s$j|Us(t)|j#s| ei"j(t), (1)

where &j(t) is the geometric phase associated with |j#s
under the evolution Us(t).
Case 2. Uhlmann phase: Uhlmann’s version of the

geometric phase can be obtained if the ancilla Hamiltonian
fulfills the following conditions: i) %acos "a+%scos "s = 0
and ii) tan "a = 2c0c1tan "s. Here, "a is the angle between
the direction of the field acting on the ancilla and the
z-axis, and "s is the one for the field acting on the system
qubit. These two conditions are the concrete form of the

Fig. 1: (Color online) Comparison of the two types of evolution
of system and ancilla that lead to the two di!erent geometric
phases. Two pure components of the system’s mixed state are
represented by two arrows along the z-axis. The fixed magnetic
field Bs lies in the xz-plane, at an angle !s from the z-axis.
The system qubit rotates around Bs with angular frequency
"s. The upper figure a) corresponds to case 1, in which the
magnetic field for the ancilla is Ba =!ezB

scos !s. The lower
figure b) corresponds to case 2 (Uhlmann phase).

results obtained in [15]. Condition i) ensures that |#(t)#
is parallel transported. It is just the condition required
for the Sjöqvist phase. To obtain the Uhlmann phase, we
further need condition ii). In this case, the transformation
Us(t)!UaUhl(t) results in a total phase di!erence, i.e.,
arg[$#|Us(t)!UaUhl(t)|##], which is equal to the Uhlmann
phase

see eq. (2) above

where %s = !Bs is the precession frequency of the system
nuclei in magnetic field Bs and similarly for %a, and
without loss of generality we let c1 > c2. Figure 1 compares
the two cases: the left-hand part shows the orientation of
the field acting on the system, the right-hand part for the
ancilla.
Figure 2 shows how the geometrical phase acquired by

the system during one cycle depends on the orientation "s

of the system field and the purity r in Uhlmann’s definition
(left) and Sjöqvist’s definition (right). The two definitions
agree in the limiting case of a pure state (r= 1), but they
diverge rapidly for r < 1 and reach di!erent limiting values
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Fig. 2: (Color online) The Uhlmann’s geometric phase #U (left)
and the Sjöqvist’s geometric phase #S (right) as a function of
purity r and angle !s. All angles are in degrees.
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Fig. 3: The quantum network for observing the geometric
phase using NMR interferometry. Probe qubit (denoted by p) is
used to measure the geometric phase. The pseudo-Hadamard
gate Hp = e!i

!
2
Spy puts the probe qubit into an equal super-

position state, acting as a symmetric beam splitter. Another
single-qubit rotation Rs = e!i!S

s
y/! with $= 2arccos(c0) and a

controlled-NOT gate prepare system and ancilla into an entan-
gled state |"in"

sa. U represents a bilocal unitary transforma-
tion for either the Uhlmann phase or the Sjöqvist phase (see the
text for details), performed on the input state |"in"

sa condi-
tionally on the state of the probe qubit.

for r% 0: in the Uhlmann case, it is always 0, but in the
Sjöqvist case, it tends towards 0 or '.
Having presented the unified picture of two phases of the

mixed state, we can also observe them in a unified exper-
imental setting: we measure the geometric phase acquired
by the system qubit during an evolution around a closed
cycle. Since the phase change of the state is not directly
observable, we need an interferometric measurement that
makes the phase change visible. Here, we choose nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) interferometry [16], where the
two paths of the interferometer correspond to the two
states of a probe qubit.
Figure 3 summarizes the experimental procedure: in

order to obtain a purification of the initial system state
#s, we introduce an ancilla qubit A and start from the
product state |0#s! |0#a. A rotation R is applied on
system state |0#s, followed by a controlled-NOT gate on
S!A. The rotation R is given by R= exp["i(Ssy/!] where
Ssy is the y-component of system spin and (= 2arccos(c0).
The probe qubit is initialized into an equal-weight super-
position (|0#p+ |1#p)/

&
2 by applying a Hadamard gate

to the |0#p state. Then a conditional rotation generates a
unitary evolution U of the “copy” of the |#in#sa state that

is connected to the |1#p state. Here U is a bilocal unitary
evolution and can be either Us(t)!UaSjö(t) for the Sjöqvist
phase (case 1) or Us(t)!UaUhl(t) for the Uhlmann phase
(case 2). As a result of this operation, the system is in the
state (|0#p! |#in#sa+ |1#p!U |#in#sa)/

&
2, so that the

probe qubit is in the state [I +Re[sa$#in|U |#in#sa])px+
Im[sa$#in|U |#in#sa])py ]/2, where )k (k= x, y, z) are Pauli
matrices and spin operators are expressed as Sk = !)k/2.
By measuring the expectation value $)p

!
#= $)px" i)py#

of the probe qubit, we obtain the geometric phase,
arg($#in|U |#in#) = arg$)p!#.
The molecule (13C-labelled alanine) used for this

experiment contains three 13C spin-12 nuclei as qubits.
The Hamiltonian of the 3-qubit system is (in angular-
frequency units) H =

&3
i=1 %iS

i
z +2'

&3
i<j JijS

i
zS
j
z with

the Larmor angular frequencies of the i-th spin %i,
%1 = 17740, %2 = 1676.7, %3 = 5128.2, and spin-spin
coupling constants J13 = 54.1Hz, J23 = 34.9Hz, J12 =
"1.3Hz. Qubits 1, 2 and 3 are used as the probe qubit,
system qubit, and ancillary qubit, respectively. Experi-
ments were performed at room temperature using a
standard 400MHz NMR spectrometer (AV-400 Bruker
instrument).
The system was first prepared in a pseudo-pure state

(PPS) #000 =
1!#
8 1+ *|000#$000|, where *' 10!5 describes

the thermal polarization of the system and 1 is a unit
matrix, using the method of spatial averaging [17]. From
the state #000, we prepared the input state #in =

1!#
8 1+

*|0#1|#in#sa$#in|1$0| with a rotation and a CNOT gate.
The probe qubit 1 was then put into a superposition
state by another Hadamard gate. The physical evolu-
tions were implemented by rotating the system qubit
and ancilla qubit in the magnetic fields Bs and Ba,
respectively, conditioned on the state of the probe qubit.
We set %st= µBst= 2' so that the system qubit under-
goes a cyclic evolution, i.e. Us ="1, a negative unit
operator. Therefore in the experiment, we only imple-
mented a conditional rotation Ua on the ancilla, where
Ua =UaSjö and U

a =UaUhl for observing the Sjöqvist and
Uhlmann phases, respectively. In contrast to a positive
unit operator, the negative unit operator Us in experiment
only caused a ' phase di!erence between the measured
and theoretical geometric phase, i.e., !ex = '+ !th.
In order to improve the quantum coherent control,

experimentally all single-qubit gates were implemented
as robust strongly modulating pulses (SMP) [18–20]. We
calculated these gate operations by maximizing the gate
fidelity of the simulated propagator (i.e. its overlap with
the ideal gate). To reduce the sensitivity to RF field
inhomogeneities, the fidelity was averaged over a weighted
distribution of radio frequency (RF) field strengths. We
found optimal solutions for SMPs with pulse durations
of 200–500µs, with calculated gate fidelities > 0.995. The
quantum circuit of fig. 3 was realized with a sequence
of these local SMPs separated by time intervals of free
evolution under the Hamiltonian. The overall theoretical
fidelity of this pulse sequence is about 0.98.
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Fig. 4: (Color online) Experimental values for Uhlmann’s
geometric phases #U (denoted by blue squares) and Sjöqvist’s
geometric phases #S (denoted by red circles). Theoreti-
cal values are represented by smooth curves. The variabil-
ity in the experimental points (estimated by repetition) is
about ±3".

The phase detection requires the measurement of the
complex signal, $)p

!
#, containing the x and y components.

In fact, in any NMR experiment, this complex signal
$)p
!
#(t) corresponds to the complex free induction decay

(FID), obtained by the simultaneous observation of both
x and y components by quadrature detection. This signal
was subjected to a complex Fourier transformation to
obtain the complex spectrum, thereby separating the
signal of the three qubits. The geometric phase !g =
arctan(IntIm/IntRe) was determined by integrating the
real and imaginary part of the spectrum, IntIm and
IntRe.
We measured both the Sjöqvist phase !S (using the

unitary cyclic evolution of the ancilla UaSjö(r, "
s)) and the

Uhlmann phase !U (using the unitary cyclic evolution of
the ancilla UaUhl(r, "

s)) for mixed states of varying purity
r and varying angle of the magnetic field "s. Two separate
sets of experiments were performed: in the first one, we
varied the purity r from 0 to 1 with a fixed the angle of
the magnetic field "s (we chose two values of "s = '/6 and
"s = '/4 in the experiments). In the other, we varied the
angle "s from 0 to '/2 while keeping the purity r fixed
(likewise, two values of r= 1/3 and 2/3 were chosen in
the experiments). Data were collected for 13 equidistant
values of the variable parameter, either the purity r or the
angle "s.
Figure 4 shows the experimental results for these four

situations. Clearly, the measured Sjöqvist and Uhlmann
phases are in excellent agreement with the theoretical

expectation (see fig. 2). The deviation between the exper-
imental and theoretical values is primarily due to the
inhomogeneity of the radio frequency field and the static
magnetic field, imperfect calibration of radio frequency
pulses, and signal decay during the experiments.
In conclusion, we have experimentally observed the

Uhlmann’s and Sjöqvist’s geometric phases for mixed
states with di!erent purity. Also we found these two di!er-
ent defintions of mixed-state geometric phases resulting
from di!erent choices of the representation of the Hilbert
space of the ancilla, which is in accordance with the theo-
retical prediction. Our work raises a number of possi-
ble interesting future directions. Firstly, it seems that we
can obtain other definitions for the mixed-state geomet-
ric phase, di!erent from the Uhlmann phase and the
Sjöqvist phase, by suitably tailoring the interaction with
the ancilla. Secondly, it may be that some of these geomet-
ric phases are more robust than others, in which case,
they are worth learning about. Thirdly, more fundamen-
tally, we should consider what happens if we cannot access
the ancilla [21–23]. Is the notion of mixed-state geomet-
ric phase then to be abandoned, or —more likely— can we
still use some references with respect to which the geomet-
ric phase could be defined?
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